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GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS:
All questions are compulsory.
The paper is divided into four sections- Reading, Writing, Grammar & Literature.
SECTION A: Reading
Q-1 Read the passage carefully and answer the following questions:

(10)

The dolphin is one of the most playful and intelligent animals on our planet. Even though dolphins
spend their lives in the water, they are not fish, but are mammals. Dolphins can’t breathe water like
fish, but need to come to the surface to breath air. There are many kinds of dolphins. Perhaps the most
famous are the Bottlenose Dolphins and the Killer Whale.
Dolphins are very social animals. Many dolphins travel in groups called pods. Some dolphins, like Killer
Whales, live in pods of 5-30 members for their entire lives. Each Pod behaves differently. Some pods
migrate and travel around the world, while others have a specific territory. Sometimes pods can group
together to make giant pods as large as 1000 or more dolphins. Baby dolphins are called calves. The
males are called bulls and the females are called cows.
The largest dolphins is the Killer Whale which grows up to 23 feet long and can weight over 4 tons. The
smallest dolphin is the Heaviside’s Dolphins which grows to just over 3 feet long and weighs around 90
pounds. Dolphins have long snouts that typically hold around 100 teeth. They also have a blowhole on
the top of their head that they use for breathing.
For the most part, dolphins eat other smaller fish, but they are not limited to just fish. They eat squid,
too, and some dolphins, like Killer Whales, will often eat small sea mammals like seals and penguins.
Dolphins often hunt together, herding fish into packed groups or into inlets where they can be easily
caught. Some dolphins will share their food with the young or let the young catch injured prey as
practice. They don’t chew their food, they swallow it whole. Dolphins get the water they need from the
animals they eat, rather than drinking ocean water.
A. On the basis of your understanding of the above passage answer the following questions :
a. In order to breathe, dolphins__________________ .

1

b. Giant pod is a_____________________ and consists of a __________________.

1

c. Heaviside is _____________________ and is ____________________ .

1

d. Dolphins breathe through _____________________ .

1

e. _____________and _____________ are two creatures eaten by dolphins.

2

f.

Dolphins do not drink ___________ but they drink ______________ .

1

g.

Instead of chewing, dolphins _____________________

1

h. Find out the meanings of words given below

2

a. whole
b. huge
Q-2 Read the passage carefully and answer the following questions: A little was playing near a farm (5)
when he saw a signboard, ‘puppies for sale’. He checks his pockets and found enough money to buy a
small puppy. He requested the farmers to him puppies. The farmer let out a shrill whistle and out of the
doghouse came running four little balls of fur! The boy’s eyes lit up in delight. He then noticed another
puppy, very small in size, running towards him in an awkward manner, trying his best to catch up with
the others. The little made up his mind to buy that puppy. The farmers tried to dissuade him. ”the puppy
limps. He will never be able to run and play with you like others puppies” he said. ”choose another one”.
The boy quietly rolled up one leg of his trousers to reveal a wooden leg. He then looked up at farmer
and said,`` I don’t run to well myself, and the puppy will someone who understands”.
A. Complete the following sentences:
a. When the farmer whistles______________________
b. The farmer asked the boy to choose another puppy because_________________
c. The boy couldn’t run to well himself because______________
B. Find the word from the passage which means the opposite of the following:
a. Persuade
b. conceal

Q-3 Read the following poem carefully and answer the questions that follow :

3

2

(8)

Say no to earphones when on road,
Follow the traffic rules, follow the code.
Following rules is safe and cool,
Breaking rules is work of fools.
Follow rules for your parent’s sake,
Follow rules for your birthday cake.
Enjoy your life to the fullest.
Follow the traffic rules and be the coolest.
A. On the basis of your understanding of the poem, complete the summary of the poem by filling the
blanks with one word only.
When on road, we should not use a) ________.We should follow the b) ________. By following the c)
________, we make ourselves d)___________. It is only e) __________who break the rules. We all
should follow the rules because our f) _______ want us to be safe. We would be able to enjoy our
g) ________ only when we follow the rules. We can enjoy our life h) _______ if we follow the i) ______
and can be j) _________ .
SECTION B: Writing Skills
Q-3 Write an article in about 120-150 words on the topic “ Importance of Discipline in Student’s Life”. 8

Q-4 Imagine that you stay in a boarding school. Write a letter to your father informing him about the
date when you winter break will start.
6
Q-5 You are Anupam/Rekha of class VA of your school. You have lost your identity card in the school
playground. Write a notice to be put up on the school notice board.
4

SECTION C: Grammar

12

Q-5 Do as directed:
I.

The class monitor made a list of talkative students. (rewrite the given sentence in ‘present
continuous’ form)

II.

I was sitting by __________ . ( fill in ‘reflexive pronoun’)

III.

The chef prepared delicious snacks for the guests. (underline the ‘adjective’ in the given
sentence, and say to which class it belongs.’

IV.

The shopkeeper sold fruits along with other items. (underline the’ verbs’ and write whether they
are transitive or intransitive).

V.

Get pound of sugar from nearest grocer. (insert ‘article’ where necessary)

VI.

The longest lane is still closed for the public. (identify the ‘ adjective’ and name the degree of
comparison of each.)

VII.

a. little

VIII.

My grandmother _______ (take) care of her health. ( fill in the blank with the correct form of

b. fine (give the comparative and superlative degree of the given adjectives)

verb given in the bracket)
IX.

Meena washes clothes. ( rewrite the given sentence in the ‘ present continuous’ form)

X.

Fear of animals kept Sonali away from the zoo. (circle the abstract noun and underline the
proper noun)

XI.
XII.

Whom do you want to meet? ( underline the pronoun in the given sentence and state its kind )
Boys play on the swings. ( circle the ‘subject’ and underline the ‘predicate’ in the given
sentence)

SECTION D : Literature
Q-Read the extract carefully and answer the following questions :
I shot an arrow into the air,
It felt to earth, I knew not where;
For, so swiftly it flew, the sight
Could not follow it in its flight.
I breathed a song into the air,
It fell to earth, I knew nowhere
For who has sight so keen and strong,

4

That it can follow the flight of song?

a. Name the poem and the poet.
b. What are the things that poet sent into the air?
c. Is there any way of finding out where a song goes?
d. Identify the pair of rhyming words from the passage?

1
1
1
1

Q-6 Answer the following questions:

(21)

a. What promise did Nandi’s father forget ?

2

b. What lesson does “The Parable of Good Samaritan” teach us?

2

c. Why was the elder son angry?

2

d. How does the lake ‘glitter’?

2

e. Who are working? Are there any people who are not working?

2

f. How did the younger son behaved when he realized he had made a terrible mistake?

2

g. What made Nandi’s father realize that he had forgotten his promise?

2

h. Why was Nandi so worried?

2

i. Do you think Nandi actually turned into a bird and went in search of her father or was it a dream that
her father saw? Give reasons for your answer.
5
Q-7 Use the following words in sentences :
swiftly, keen, spirit, squandered, orthodox

5

.

